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BY CHERYL PLATZ

Sixty high school girls sit in a 
classroom, eating pizza, as 
educator Cathi Rodgveller ad-
dresses the crowd.

“How many of you girls know a woman in a 
science or technolog y career?”

Even in a technology-rich city like Se-
attle, only one or two hands typically go 
up in response to this question. A second 
cousin at Boeing, or a former neighbor at 
Microsoft. The vast majority of these girls 
have no female role models to encourage 
them to pursue science, technology, en-
gineering, mathematics (STEM) careers. 
Their decisions are often driven by the 
all-too-skewed portrayals on television 
and in movies. 

Rodgveller saw this problem more 
than 10 years ago, and her attempt to 
pique girls’ interest in nontraditional ca-
reers in the Seattle School District led to 
the creation of the now-international non-
XZWÅ\�1/61<-��1V[XQZQVO�/QZT[�6W_�QV�
Technology Education). From its humble 
JMOQVVQVO[��1/61<-�PI[�QUXIK\ML�\PM�
lives of more than 20,000 girls, with thou-
sands more across the globe each year.

1V�\PM�;MI\\TM�;KPWWT�,Q[\ZQK\��\PM�UI-
RWZQ\a�WN�1/61<-¼[�N]VLQVO�KWUM[�NZWU�
its ever-shrinking Perkins grant alloca-
\QWV��1/61<-¼[�IXXMIZIVKM�QV�\PM�LQ[\ZQK\�
UILM�I�[QOVQÅKIV\�QUXIK\#�QV�[KPWWT[�
where the program was rolled out, female 
enrollment in STEM classes jumped from 
10 percent to 50 percent. But what is the 
secret to such success on a tight budget?

The IGNITE Curriculum
<PM�JMI]\a�WN�\PM�1/61<-�XZWOZIU�Q[�Q\[�
simplicity. At the heart of the program is 
a thriving partnership with professional 
women (and sometimes men) working in 

STEM careers, who volunteer their time 
in order to reach out to young women 
about the opportunities in front of them. 
-^MZa�1/61<-�IKILMUQK�aMIZ�JMOQV[�
with in-school presentations, during 
which a small panel of these profession-
als visit to tell their stories and engage in 
discussion with the girls in attendance. 

.WZ�1/61<-�UMUJMZ[��\PQ[�UIZS[�\PM�
JMOQVVQVO�WN�I�aMIZ�ÅTTML�_Q\P�_WZS[PWX[��
ÅMTL�\ZQX[��RWJ�[PILW_[��UMV\WZ[PQX[��
additional presentations, and the support 
and encouragement of peers and educa-
tors. But no matter what the year brings, 
it’s this personal connection with real fe-
male role models that inspires the girls to 
consider options they hadn’t seen before. 
Yet unlike some school presentations or 
KIZMMZ�LIa[��1/61<-�M`Q[\[�aMIZ�ZW]VL��
creating a peer group for these girls that 
encourages them and increases the likeli-
hood that the original outreach will take 
root.

Educators involved with the program 
PI^M�[MMV�\PM�QV[XQZQVO�ZM[]T\[�ÅZ[\PIVL��
2IKY]MTQVM�/ZI]XVMZ��I�KW]V[MTWZ�I\�
1VOZIPIU�0QOP�;KPWWT��ZMKW]V\[�PMZ�ÅZ[\�
1/61<-�ÅMTL�\ZQX"�

“Feeling safe and encouraged, the 
girls expressed such an amazing level of 
interest in technology that the interac-
tion between the adults and students was 
electric. The buzz continued on the bus 
ZQLM�JIKS�IVL�ZMXMI\[�_PMVM^MZ�1/61<-�
WZ�ZMTI\ML�\WXQK[�IZM�JZW]OP\�]X°1�LWV¼\�
know of any other program that is as 
dedicated to giving individualized guid-
ance and inspiration to female high school 
students interested in technology. We are 
really very lucky here in Seattle.”

Many organizations offer workshops 
and hands-on training for girls in this age 

OZW]X��1/61<-�QVKZMI[QVOTa�KWTTIJWZI\M[�
with these organizations to give the girls 
easy access to exploratory opportuni-
ties once their curiosity is piqued, while 
XZW^QLQVO�\PM�JMVMÅ\[�WN�\PM�XMMZ�OZW]X[�
1/61<-�NW[\MZ[�IUWVO�[\]LMV\[��?PQTM�
the school district and grant money cover 
the cost of buses and substitute teach-
ers, private donations from the commu-
VQ\a�PMTX�1/61<-�\W�OW�\PM�M`\ZI�UQTM��
providing pizza at events, scholarships to 
promising students, and the like.

Expanding Focus
1/61<-¼[�[]KKM[[�Q[V¼\�TQUQ\ML�\W�\PM�
Seattle area. Over time, interest from 
others grew, and Rodgveller developed 
\PM�1/61<-�K]ZZQK]T]U�IVL�I�KPIX\MZ�
model enabling other schools to imple-

®

“The beauty of the IGNITE program 
is its simplicity. At the heart of the 

program is a thriving partnership with 
professional women (and sometimes 
men) working in STEM careers, who 

volunteer their time in order to 
reach out to young women about the 

opportunities in front of them.”
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UMV\�\PM�XZWOZIU�IVL�JMVMÅ\�NZWU�\PM�
best practices developed in the Seattle 
;KPWWT�,Q[\ZQK\��1/61<-�JWI[\[�KPIX\MZ[�
scattered across the United States, from 
+ITQNWZVQI�\W�6M_�AWZS��

:MKMV\Ta��\PM�[]KKM[[�WN�\PM�1/61<-�

model captured the attention of local 
IVL�VI\QWVIT�TI_UISMZ[��1V�������\PM�
program gained national visibility when 
1/61<-�_I[�I_IZLML�PQOPM[\�PWVWZ[�QV�
the Association for Career and Techni-
cal Education’s “Programs and Practices 

that Work” awards program. The award 
XZW^QLML�1/61<-�_Q\P�ZMKWOVQ\QWV�WV�
+IXQ\WT�0QTT��_PQKP�KI]OP\�\PM�I\\MV\QWV�
of Sen. Maria Cantwell from Washington 
State. Since that moment, Sen. Cantwell 
has proven an enthusiastic supporter and 
^IT]IJTM�XIZ\VMZ�NWZ�1/61<-¸_WZSQVO�
with founder Rodgveller to develop legis-
lation that would fund similar programs 
at the national level. 

)�VM_�OTWJIT�NWK][�NWZ�1/61<-�
emerged when the organization was ap-
proached by the State Department via 
Seattle’s World Affairs Council. These 
organizations have brought Rodgvel-
ler together with delegations from many 
foreign countries, enabling her to share 
\PM�1/61<-�UWLMT�IVL�PMZ�XI[[QWV�NWZ�
this badly needed work. As word spreads 
IJW]\�1/61<-¼[�UWLMT��XIZ\VMZ[PQX[�_Q\P�
international school districts are emerg-
QVO��<PM�ÅZ[\�QV\MZVI\QWVIT�1/61<-�
KPIX\MZ�JMOIV�QV�/PIVI�QV�������RWQVML�
Ja�6QOMZQI�QV�������<PM[M�QVKZMLQJTa�M`-
citing developments will soon be followed 
Ja�VM_�KPIX\MZ[�QV�VI\QWV[�TQSM�1VLQI�IVL�
-OaX\��1/61<-�Q[�VW_�X]Z[]QVO�\ZIV[TI-
tions for the curriculum to enable future 
global outreach.

This new international interest has 
created an organizational challenge for 
1/61<-��J]\�\PM�KPITTMVOM[�IZM�NIZ�NZWU�
QV[]ZUW]V\IJTM��6W�UI\\MZ�_PI\�PIX-
pens, the Seattle School District provides 
IV�IUIbQVO�WXXWZ\]VQ\a�NWZ�1/61<-�\W�
develop best practices that can then be 
documented and shared with our member 
KPIX\MZ[�IKZW[[�\PM�OTWJM��1V�;MI\\TM��8MZ-
kins funding enables the organization to 
keep active chapters in more than a dozen 
[KPWWT[¸\PW]OP�\PQ[�[\QTT�TMI^M[�[WUM�
schools uncovered without additional 
funding. 

A Lifelong Experience
1/61<-¼[�XZWNM[[QWVIT�^WT]V\MMZ[�PI^M�
great things to say about the experience 
of speaking to and working with the 
teens. But most inspiring are the tales of 
our students themselves. Christie Ong, a 

Professional women and current IGNITE students celebrate the 
start of the first annual Brighter Future fundraiser walk in 2011.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WENDY ENDEN

Presenting a Microsoft-sponsored scholarship 
award to IGNITE student Tugba Haklidir (right).

IGNITE students participating in a 
Teaching Kids Programming workshop.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WENDY ENDEN PHOTO COURTESY OF VIRGINIA WRIGHT

The kickoff celebration for the first 
IGNITE chapter in Lagos, Nigeria.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHICHI OKAFOR
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Cheryl Platz

is a senior user experience designer for Microsoft and vice 

president of the board for IGNITE. She can be contacted at 

cheryl@cherylplatz.com. 

Cathi Rodgveller, M.S. Ed., is the non-
traditional career coordinator for the Seattle 
School District, and founder/director of the 
IGNITE program.

Interested in exploring this topic 
further? Discuss it with your  

colleagues on the ACTE forums at www. 
acteonline.org/forum.aspx.

Women Still  
Underrepresented  
in STEM Careers
According to data from the National 
Science Foundation (NSF), in 2009 only 
25 percent of computing/math positions 
and 11 percent of engineering positions 
were held by women. In contrast, women 
make up 47 percent of the employed 
workforce. (You can access this and more 
NSF data at www.nsf.gov/statistics/
wmpd/digest/theme4.cfm.) Even more 
alarming is the fact that these numbers 
have dropped since the mid 80s in some 
categories, and may continue to drop; 
according to the National Center for 
Women and Information Technology, only 
18 percent of new computing-related 
degrees were granted to women.

While it’s long been accepted that there 
is a challenge in recruiting young women 
to pursue STEM careers, there is growing 
awareness of a pronounced retention 
problem for women in STEM. Female 
students of all ages are more likely to 
abandon STEM studies for lack of support 
or fulfillment from the material being 
taught. Programs like IGNITE hope to 
address both sides of the equation.  

NWZUMZ�[\]LMV\�I\�;MI\\TM¼[�:WW[M^MT\�0QOP�
School, went on to become a Fulbright 
;KPWTIZ#�[PM�Q[�[W�XI[[QWVI\M�IJW]\�\PM�
1/61<-�KI][M�\PI\�[PM�ZM\]ZVML�\W�[MZ^M�
as a consultant and volunteer. Former 
1/61<-�[\]LMV\�+PIV^IV\PI�;MI��VW_�
a senior manager at Microsoft, shares her 
W_V�[\WZa"�

¹1�ÅZ[\�PMIZL�WN�\PM�1/61<-�XZWOZIU�
when I was in high school...I still remember 
\PM�NI[KQVI\QVO�TILQM[�_PW�KIUM�\W�[XMIS�\W�][�
IJW]\�\PMQZ�KIZMMZ�[\WZQM[�IVL�\PM�TM[[WV[�\PMa�
PI^M�TMIZVML�\PZW]OPW]\�\PMQZ�RW]ZVMa��1\�_I[�IV�
QVKZMLQJTM�NMMTQVO�\W�SVW_�\PI\�1��JMQVO�IV�)[QIV�
)UMZQKIV�NMUITM��CKW]TLE�JM�QV�I�TMILMZ[PQX�ZWTM�
\PI\�_W]TL�PI^M�P]OM�QUXIK\�IVL�QVÆ]MVKM�QV�I�
ÅMTL�WN�Ua�QV\MZM[\��)N\MZ�OZIL]I\QVO�NZWU�KWTTMOM�
1�RWQVML�5QKZW[WN\���1�KW]TLV¼\�ZM[Q[\�J]\�OM\�UWZM�
QV^WT^ML�QV�C1/61<-¼[E�QV[XQZI\QWVIT�XZWOZIU��
<PQ[�XZWOZIU�ITTW_[�UM�\W�[PIZM�Ua�[\WZa��IVL�
\PM�WJ[\IKTM[�\PI\�1¼^M�W^MZKWUM��_Q\P�\PM�aW]VO�
NMUITM�TMILMZ[�WN�\WLIa�º 

<PM�UWZIT�WN�1/61<-¼[�[\WZa�Q[�\PI\�Q\�
doesn’t take much to shatter stereotypes 
and excite young girls about the amaz-
ing opportunities that STEM careers 
can provide. Professional volunteers only 
spend a few hours a year speaking, but 
the impact of those words is long-lasting 
IVL�NIZ�ZMIKPQVO��1/61<-�IT[W�_WZS[�
hand-in-hand with other community 
WZOIVQbI\QWV[¸JZQVOQVO�KWUU]VQ\a�
college instructors in to speak to the girls 
\W�LMUa[\QNa�PQOPMZ�ML]KI\QWV#�XIZ\VMZQVO�
_Q\P�TWKIT�KWUXIVQM[�\W�XZW^QLM�ÅMTL�\ZQX[�
IVL�[KPWTIZ[PQX[#�IVL�KWTTIJWZI\QVO�_Q\P�
W\PMZ�ML]KI\QWVIT�VWVXZWÅ\[�\W�XZW^QLM�I�
broad set of experiences for participants. 

<PW]OP�ZM[W]ZKM[�IZM�\QOP\��1/61<-�
also makes an attempt to expand beyond 
\PM�PQOP�[KPWWT�aMIZ[��1/61<-�Q[�WNNMZML�
at some middle schools within the Seattle 
;KPWWT�,Q[\ZQK\#�Ja�OM\\QVO�\PM�OQZT[�QV-
volved earlier, they will have more time 
to explore the science and technology of-
NMZQVO[�I\�[KPWWT��.]Z\PMZUWZM��1/61<-¼[�
vision has always included a support 
network for these girls that reaches to 
college and beyond. Seattle Central Com-
munity College and Spokane Community 

+WTTMOM�IT[W�[XWV[WZ�1/61<-�KPIX\MZ[��
providing an unbroken chain of support 
throughout some students’ academic lives.

4WVO�\MZU��1/61<-�PWXM[�\W�KZMI\M�I�
XMZUIVMV\�VM\_WZS�WN�1/61<-�IT]UVQ�
and volunteers across the globe. Technol-
ogy today enables these lasting com-
munications even once our students lose 
their geographic proximity to their home 
[KPWWT[��)VL�\PM�TWVOMZ�1/61<-�SMMX[�QV�
touch with graduates, the more likely they 
are to become role models and mentors 
themselves once they’ve completed their 
own educational journeys.

Changing Stereotypes
There is certainly a stigma attached to 
MVOQVMMZQVO��VW\M[�/WWOTM�>QKM�8ZM[Q-
LMV\�5IZQ[[I�5IaMZ��1V�IV�IZ\QKTM��¹)�
Woman’s Place,” (see <PM�6M_�AWZSMZ 
Web site, for July 11, 2011), Mayer said, 
“They [women] don’t want to become 
the stereotype of all-night coders, hack-
ers with pasty skin.” That same article 
OWM[�WV�\W�XWQV\�W]\�\PI\�0WTTa_WWL�PI[�
done its part in upholding stereotypes. 
<PM�IZ\QKTM¼[�I]\PWZ��3MV�)]TM\\I��_ZQ\M["�
“Several female computer-science majors 
at Stanford pointed to the depiction of 
_WUMV�QV�ÅTU[�TQSM�»<PM�;WKQIT�6M\_WZS�¼�
where the boys code and the girls dance 
IZW]VL�QV�\PMQZ�]VLMZ_MIZ�º�1/61<-�Q[�
working to counteract these stereotypes. 

A Model Program
1N�aW]Z�LQ[\ZQK\�IT[W�[]NNMZ[�NZWU�TIOOQVO�
female participation in STEM classes, the 
1/61<-�UWLMT�_W]TL�JM�IV�QLMIT��KW[\�
MNNMK\Q^M�_Ia�\W�[\IZ\��1/61<-¼[�[QUXTM�
but powerful spark has changed lives. 
The recipe for success is both accessible 
and reproducible in any school district 
interested in investing in the future of our 
nation’s STEM workforce. 

Educators interested in inspiring 
young women in their schools in partner-
[PQX�_Q\P�1/61<-�KIV�KWV\IK\�KI\PQ(
ignite-us.org for more information, or visit 
www.ignite-us.org. We can change the 
world together, one school at a time.  


